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Do Rich and Poor Districts Spend Alike?
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T he right to a free and public education has long been considered
to be at the heart of the American ideal of equal opportunity for

all. The importance placed on public elementary and secondary
education services is reflected in an annual expenditure of
approximately $250 billion. Given the magnitude of this investment,
it is not surprising that there is also a great deal of interest in how
these dollars are allocated to students. One result of this interest is a
long Mitigative and research history examimng  the relationship
between access to public education resources and community wealth
(e.g., Beme and Stiefel 1984).

The purpose of this brief is to provide a direct view of this
relationship across all of the school districts of the nation for the
1989–90  school year. These findings are based on a Research and
Development Report (Parrish,  Matsumoto,  and Fowler  1995)
produced by the National Center for Education Statistics. Since this
research is intended to be developmental in nature, these resuks
should be considered tentative and suggestive.  Although different
measures of community wealth and public education resources may
be used, in this analysis community wealth is defined as the median
income of the households located within school district boundaries.  1
This measure of wealth is compared to three alternative measures of
the resources available to public schools in the district.  These are
expenditures per student, expenditures converted to education
“buying power,” and the average number of students per teacher.
The first measure is in actual unadjusted dollars;  the second is an
estimate of the relative power of those dollars to buy education
resources;  and the third is a direct measure of arguably the most
critical single education resource,  the ratio of students to teachers.
While dollars and students per teacher are direct measures of the
actual resources received by students,  “buying power” is a new
concept currently under development by the education research
community. These three measures ~epresent a progression from the
dollars available for students,  to an estimate of the relative power of
those dollars to buy education resources,  to a direct measure of those
resources.

Districts with high-income households have more to spend for
public education.

D inferences in public education spending are most pronounced at
the extremes of median household income (figure  1). The

average public education expenditure in districts serving students in
the nation’s poorest communities (i.e., students in the lowest
household income category)  is $4,375  versus $6,827 in districts
serving students in the nation’s richest communities (i.e., in the
highest household income category).  Setting aside the two
extremes, the gap in education expenditures between the remaining

Figure 1. Public education expenditures in the United States
by the median income of households located within
district boundaries (1989-90)
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- tkbkts  with ths bwwt housahdd  ikrcotrw  (@lO%) $4,375
- Distticts with Iowtn-rnodsrats  housahold  incomas  (1 1%-50%): $4,774
- Dticts with mcdersteto-hiih  housahold  incomes  (51 %-90%) $5,411
- DEWS with tk highest housshold  inasnas  (91%-100%) S6,827J

fOTE: Each of the 10 categories of school districts by median  household income
epresents about 10 percent of tie nation’s public school students.
IOURCES:  U.S. Department  of Education,  National Center for Education Statistics,
1990  Census Schcml  District Special Tabulation (summary  tile set I); Bureau of the
;ensus, 1990 Census of Gnvemments,  Survey  nf Local Government F]nances.

districts with moderate-to-high-income households (51 st to 90th
percentiles) and those with ‘low-to-moderate-income households
(1 lth to 50th percentiles) is still substantial at $637 per student
($5,41 1- $4,774).

Converting education expenditures to “buying  power” reduces the
gap between districts with high- and low-income households.

A n alternative measure of district spending,  “buying power,” is
currently under development by education researchers.  This

measure is designed to better capture the relative ability of districts
to purchase the staff and facilities needed to provide varying
quantities of educational services, and is produced by applying two
sets of adjustments to actual expenditure amounts. The first is an
index calculated by McMahon  and Chang (1991)  to reflect regional
differences in the cost of living across the nation. This adjustment
reflects the fact that an expenditure of $6,000 per student in New
York City buys substantially less in actual education resources
(e.g., teacher time, supplies,  and equipment)  than a comparable
expenditure in Des Moines,  Iowa. The second adjustment used in
measuring “buying power” reflects differences in the relative
education need of students.  For example, the same average
expenditure per student may not go as far in districts enrolling large
percentages of students with special needs as in districts with fewer
high-need students.2

1. Total property value is the weafth measure most commonly found in school finance literature,  However, the purpose of this brief is to explore differences in the levels
of education resources received by “rich” and “poor”  children. This measure of household income also includes families residing within district boundaries who send
their children to private school.

2. This “student need index” includes counts of the three categories of special-need students most prominent  y recognized through state and federal categorical funding
provisions: special education,  limited English proficient,  and poverty.  Because these adjustments assign students with specisd needs a count greater thaa one,  average
“buying power”  pcr student (figure 2) is less than the average expenditure pcr student (figure 1). For a detailed discussion of these adjustments,  see Parrish,
Matsumoto,  and Fowler  ( 1995).
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Disparities in public education “buying power” are also most
pronounced at the extremes of variation in median household
income (figure 2). However, the expenditure differential between
districts serving students in the nation’s richest communities and
those serving students in the poorest communities is reduced from
56 percent ($6,827 vs. $4,375) in actual expenditures per student
(figure 1) to 36 percent ($5,139  vs. $3,782) in “buying power”
(figure 2), Similarly,  the gap in public education expenditures
between the remaining districts with moderate-to-high-income
households (51 st to 90th percentiles) and the remaining districts
with low-to-moderate-income households (11 th to 50th percentiles)
is reduced from 14 percent ($5,411 vs. $4,774) per student (tigttre  1)
to 5 percent ($4,308 vs. $4,093), as shown in figure 2. Overall,
education “buying power” in the United States is shown to be fairly
constant from the 11th through the 80th percentiles of median
household income.

Student/teacher ratios are lowest in districts serving studenta with
the highest and the lowest household incomes.

A third, more direct measure of the quantity of education
resources received by students is the average number of

students per teacher. The relationship between this measure of
education resources and median household income (figure 3) differs
from the resource measures shown in figures 1 and 2. In this case,
the lowest studentheacher ratios are found in districts with the
lowest and the highest income households.  Larger ratios are found
in the middle ranges of community wealth.

A similar analysis  using “pupil need” adjusted student counts
produces similar results. However, these ratios rise somewhat in the
lowest income districts,  resulting in the smallest “pupil need”
adjusted studentiteacher ratios in the highest median income
districts.

Discussion

w hat do these three akemative views of the relationship
between education expenditures and wealth say about the

equality of educational opportunity in the United States? In terms of
actual dollars (figure  1), districts enrolling children from
high-income communities have more to spend on public education
services than districts with children from low-income communities.
When converted to education “buying power” (figure  2), the
magnitude of this relationship is reduced. These relationships are
most pronounced in the districts serving students from the richest
and the poorest of the nation’s communities.  StudentJt~acher  ratios
(figure 3) show a different pattern. Despite lower expenditures and
less buying power in districts enrolling students from the nation’s
poorest communities, the data in figure 3 show some of the lowest
studentiteacher ratios in these districts.  These may reflect differing
decisions about how dollars should be spent in districts serving the
nation’s poorest students, spending restrictions associated with their
greater reliance on categorical revenues for students with special
needs, large numbers of small rural schools in this category of
wealth, or other factors.

In summary,  these alternative indicators of the relationship between
public education resources and median household income show
mixed results. They suggest that rich and poor districts do not spend
alike. Districts enrolling children from wealthier communities
purchase studentheacher ratios very similar to those in districts

?igure 2. Public education “buying power” in the United States
by the median income of households located within
district boundaries (1989-90)
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NOTE:  Each of the 10 categories of school districts by median  household income
.epresents about 10 percent of the nation’s public school students.
30 URCES:  U.S. Department of Education,  National Center for Education Statistics,
1990 Census School Dkrict Special Tabulation (summary  tile set 1); Bureau of the
:ensus,  1990 Census of Governments,  Survey of Local Government Finances.

~igure 3. Student to teacher ratios in the United States by the
median income of households located within district
boundaries (1989-90)
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VOTE:  Each of the 10 categories of school dkticts by median household income
.epresents about 10 percent of the nation’s public school students,
SOURCES: U.S. Department of Education,  National Center for Education Statistics,
1990 Census Schonl Dkrict Special Tabulation (summary  file set 1); 198~0
Zommon  Core of Data.

enrolling children from the lowest income districts,  which have
considerably less to spend. A closer examination of how dollars are
used in rich and poor districts is an important topic for further
research.
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